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Abstract

Many data mining algorithms developed recently
are based on inductive learning methods. Very
few are based on similarity-based learning. How-
ever, similarity-based learning accrues advan-
tages, such as simple representations for con-
cept descriptions, low incremental learning costs,
small storage requirements, etc. We present a
similarity-based learning method from databases
in the context of rough set theory. Unlike the pre-
vious similarity-based learning methods, which
only consider the syntactic distance between in-
stances and treat all attributes equally important
in the similarity measure, our method can anal-
yse the attribute in the databases by using rough
set theory and identify the relevant attributes to
the task attributes. We also eliminate superflu-
ous attributes for the task attribute and assign
a weight to the relevant attributes according to
their significance to the task attributes. Our sim-
ilarity measure takes into account the semantic
information embedded in the databases.

Introduction
Many data mining algorithms developed recently are
based on inductive learning methods. Very few are
based on similarity-based learning (Lee 1994, Cercone
~z Tsuchiya 1993). The two approaches differ in their
use of the database: inductive learning operates by
inferring rules that reflect regularities in the data,
whereas similarity-based learning works directly from
the database. However, similarity-based learning ac-
crues advantages, such as simple representations for
concept descriptions, low incremental learning costs,
small storage requirements, producing concept exem-
plars on demand (Aha g¢ Kibler 1989). Similarity-
based learning are represented in machine learning by

Aha and Kibler’s instanced-based learning (Aha & Ki-
bier 1989), Stanfill and Waltz’s Memory-based Learn-
ing (Stanfill & Waltz 1986), and others (Biberman
1994). Most of the similarity-based learning methods
use some kind of similarity measure to classify new

instances, such as a distance similarity matrix. The
shortcomings of these similarity measures are that they
only take into account the syntactic distance between
instances, the semantic information which is usually
more important is not considered. They tend to treat
all attributes of the instances as equally important.
Such treatment is not generally the case from any real
life examples. For example, to classify the gas mileage
of cars, the horsepower and weight of the car are very
important factors and the number of car doors is triv-
ial. Human beings often tend to concentrate on only
a few important attributes when they compare differ-
ent instances without considering all the differences
between all of the attributes. Based on this considera-
tion, we propose a new similarity measure in the con-
text of rough sets (Pawlak 1982). Our methods can
identify the relevant attributes for the learning task
and eliminate superfluous attributes in the database.
Our method can compute the weights of the attributes
according to the importance of the attributes to the
learning task, automatically.

The paper is organised as follows. The basic fea-
tures of Similarity-Based Learning (SBL) is outlined
in section 2. In Section 3, a new similarity measure
using rough sets is introduced and an example is used
to illustrate our algorithm. In Section 4 we present our
conclusions and our summary.

Outlines of Similarity-Based Learning
Our similarity-based learning algorithm stores a se-
ries of training instances in its memory, and uses a
similarity metric to compare new instances to those
stored. New instances are classified according to those
close examples stored in memory. The similarity-based
learning algorithm does not generate knowledge rules,
decision trees, or other types of abstractions. In-
stead, instance-based concept descriptions are repre-
sented solely by a set of instances. Each instance-based
concept is represented by a set of attribute-value pairs
(a tuple in the relational database).
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More precisely, all similarity-based learning algo-
rithms consist of the following three components (Aha
& Kibler 1989):

1: Similarity function: given two normalised in-
stances, this yields their numeric-valued similarity.

2: Classification function: given an instance i to
be classified and its similarity with each saved instance,
this yields a classification for i.

3: Memory updating algorithm: given the in-
stance being classified and the results of the other two
components, this updates the set of saved instances
and their classification records.

The heart of the algorithm is the way in which
it measures the similarity between two examples.
The computation of the similarity measure is one of
the main differences among different SBL algorithms.
Most SBL algorithms define the similarity of two in-
stances as the negation of their Euclidean distance in
the instance space. Each instance is represented by a
set of attribute-value pairs, each instance is normalised
to ensure that attributes are assigned equal importance
by the similarity function, and is viewed as a point
in Euclidean n-dimensional space, En. Typically the
distance is compared attribute by attribute, and then
summed. The obvious measure is to give a matched
score of 1 if the two individuals have the same value for
a given variable, and 0 otherwise. Stanfill and Waltz,
in their MBTtalk (Stanfill ~ Waltz 1986) system pro-
posed two similarity measures: Weighted Feature Met-
Tic (MFM) based on the precise equality of the val-
ues of the predictor fields (attributes) and the Value
Difference Metric (VDM) by taking into account the
similarity of values.

The current similarity measures have the following
deficiencies:

(1) The first deficiency of these methods is that
they treat attributes equally important. Determin-
ing the weights of attributes by human experts are
often subjective and/or sometimes it is impossible.
We must distinguish important attributes from unim-
portant ones, moreover, what is important is usually
context-sensitive. One can not assign a single value to
each attribute and hop it hold for all the time.

(2) These methods are not complete because they 
not take into account semantic information into their
measures. They also take into account superfluous at-
tributes in the databases to the task attributes. The
similarity function is unable to capture the complexity
of the problem domains, so it may not perform satis-
factory.

Because of these problems, a better similarity mea-
sure is needed in learning from databases. In the next
section, we propose a new similarity measure using

rough set theory.

A Similarity Measure Based on Rough

Sets

In many practical applications, during the data col-
lection procedure, it is often difficult to know exactly
which features are relevant and/or important for the
learning task, and how they should be represented.
So all features believed to be useful are collected into
the database. Hence databases usually contain some
attributes that are undesirable, superfluous, or unim-
portant to a given learning task. Focussing on a sub-
set of attributes is now common practice. Identify-
ing relevant fields is the most common focussing tech-
nique. Rough sets theory proposed in (Pawlak 1982)
provides the tools to analyse the attributes globally in
the databases.

Basic Notation of Rough Sets

By an Information System S (Pawlak 1982), 
mean that S = (U, A, Y}, where U = (xl, x2,..., z,}
is a finite set of object (n is the number of objects),
A is a finite set of attributes, the attributes in A are
further classified into disjoint condition attributes C
and task attributes D, A = C U D, V = UpeA Vp
and Vp is a domain of attribute p. Let IND C A,
xi,xj ( 0 < i, j < n) E U, we define a binary relation
IND, called an indiscernibility relation, as IND =
{(x~,xj) E U × U fo r ev ery p E Ig D, p( xi) =
p(x/)}. We say that xi and xj are indiscernible 
set of attributes IND in S iff p(x~) -- p(xj) for every
p E IND. IND is an equivalence relation on U for
every IND C A. An ordered pair AS = (U, IND)
is called an approximation space. For any element xl
(0 "~ i < n) of U, the equivalence class of xi in rela-
tion IND is represented as [xi]iNn. The equivalence
class of IND is called an elementary set in AS because
it represents the smallest discernible group of objects.
Any finite union of elementary sets in AS is called a
definable set in AS.

Let X C U, the lower approximation of X in AS is
INDX = {xi E UI[xi]IND C X}, the upper approxi-
mation of X in AS is INDX = {xi E UI[xi]IND OX ¢

~}. INDX is the union of all those elementary sets
each of which is contained by X. For any xi C INDX,
it is certain that it belongs to X. INDX is the union of
those elementary sets each of which has a non-empty
intersection with X. For any xl E INDX, we can only
say that xi is possible to belong to X.

Let S = {U, A, V} be an information system, A =
CUD, B C C, a positive region B in D, POSB(D), is
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defined as

POSB(D) = U{BX : X 6 D)

The positive region POSB(D) includes all objects
in U which can be classified into classes of/) without
error just based oil the classification information in /?.

We say that the set of attributes D depends in degree
k (0<k< 1) on the subset RofCinSif

k(R, D) : card(POS~(D))/card(U)

The value k(R, D) provides a measure of dependency
between R and D.

Elimination of Superfluous Attributes

In an information system, we describe each object by
the attribute values of C. Very often some of the at-
tributes in C may be redundant in the sense that they
do not provide any additional information about the
objects in S. Thus it is necessary to eliminate those su-
perfluous attributes to improve learning efficiency and
accuracy.
Definition 1. An attribute p 6 B is superfluous in
B with respect to D if POSB(D) = POSB_{p}(D),
otherwise p is indispensable in B with respect to D.

If an attribute is superfluous in the information sys-
tem, it can be removed from the information system
without changing the dependency relationship of the
original system. While an indispensable attribute car-
ries essential information about objects in the infor-
mation system, this attribute should be kept if you do
not want to change the dependency relationship of the
original system.

Let B C C be a nonempty subset of condition at-
tributes, then B is a dependant set of C with respect
to D if there exists a proper subset B’ C B such that
POSB,(D) = POSB(D); otherwise B is an indepen-
dent set with respect to D.

In order to check whether the set, B C C is indepen-
dent or not, it is enough to check for every attribute
whether removing of this attribute increases the num-
ber of elementary sets or not in the system.
Property 1. If P C C is superfluous in C and {p} is
superfluous in C- P, then P U {p} is superfluous in C.

By this property, we can eliminate superfluous at-
tributes, step by step, from the system.
Example 1. Suppose we have a selected collec-
tion of Japanese and America cars in our memory
as shown in Table 1 with attributes Make-model,
# of door, colour of the car, engine displace-
ment (displace), compression ration (compress),
type of the transmission (trans), weight of the
car, and gas mileage, where make-model={JAPAN,
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USA}, door={2,4}, colour={WHITE, BLACK,
RED, GREEN}, displace={SMALL,
MEDIUM, HIGH}, compress={LOW, MEDIUM,
HIGH}, trans={AUTO,
MANUAL}, Weight={LIGHT, MEDIUM, HEAVY},
and Mileage= {MEDIUM, HIGH}.

The attributes, door and colour are superfluous. A
refined data relation as shown in Table 2 is obtained
by removing these two attributes from the relation
without losing any essential information. Some tuples
which are different in the initial data relation become
identical in the refined relation after removing those su-
perfluous attributes. An additional attribute, "vote"
is associated with each tuple to indicate the number of
tuples in the initial data refined to the current one af-
ter eliminating the superfluous attributes. Two tuples
are identical if their corresponding attributes values
are the same without considering their votes.

Calculating Attribute Weights.

Different attributes may play different roles in deter-
mining the dependency relationship between the condi-
tion and task attributes. The basic idea for calculating
the weights of each attribute is that the more informa-
tion an attribute provides to the target attributes, the
more weight has the attribute. Rough sets theory pro-
vides the theoretical background for calculating both
attribute weights and the value similarity. Rough sets
theory supplies a variety of tools which can measure
the amount of information each attribute gives to the
other attributes as a form of significance.

The significance of an individual attribute a belong-
ing to the condition attributes C with respect to the
dependency between C and D is represented by a sig-
nificant factor SGF, given by

SGF(a) k( C,D) - k( C- {a ),D)
k(C, D)

SGF(a) reflects the degree of decrease of signifi-
cance level between C and D as a result of re-
moving attribute a from C. In practice, the
stronger the influence attribute a has on the rela-
tionship between C and D, the higher is the value
of the SGF(a). For example, in Table 2, if C =
{Make_model, displace, compress, trans, weight),
D = {mileage}, then SGF(Make_model) = 0.65,
sag(displace) : 0.50, SOl(compress) = 0.36,
SGF(weight) = 0.615. SGF(trans) = 0.33. These
computational results were obtained from a KDD sys-
tem DBROUGH (Hu et al. 1994).

Calculating Value-Similarity

Kullback (Kutlback 1968) has proposed the following
measure for the information content of a value assign-



ohj# Make..raodeI door colour displace compreos tr&ns weight milease
ul USA 2 WHITE HIGH HIGH AUTO HEAVY LOW
u2 USA 4 RED MEDIUM HIGH MANUAL HEAVY LOW
u3 USA 2 GREEN HIGH HIGH AUTO HEAVY LOW
u4 USA 4 BLACK MEDIUM HIGH AUTO MEDIUM LOW
u5 USA 2 RED MEDIUM MEDIUM MANUAL MEDIUM MEDIUM
u6 USA 4 WHITE HIGH MEDIUM MANUAL MEDIUM MEDIUM
u7 USA 4 GREEN MEDIUM MEDIUM MANUAL MEDIUM MEDIUM
u8 JAPAN 2 BLACK SMALL MEDIUM AUTO HEAVY MEDIUM
u9 JAPAN 2 GREEN MEDIUM HIGH MANUAL LIGHT MEDIUM
ulO JAPAN 4 WHITE MEDIUM LOW MANUAL MEDIUM HIGH
ull JAPAN 4 RED SMALL LOW MANUAL MEDIUM HIGH
u12 JAPAN 4 GREEN SMALL LOW AUTO MEDIUM HIGH
u13 JAPAN 2 BLACK SMALL MEDIUM MANUAL LIGHT HIGH
u14 USA 2 WHITE SMALL MEDIUM MANUAL LIGHT HIGH

Table 1: A Car Relation

obj# Make-raodel displace compress tr~ns weight mileage vote
ul’ USA HIGH HIGH AUTO HEAVY LOW 2
U2~

USA MEDIUM HIGH MANUAL HEAVY LOW 1
U3’ USA MEDIUM HIGH AUTO MEDIUM LOW 1
u4’ USA MEDIUM MEDIUM MANUAL MEDIUM MEDIUM 2
uS’ USA HIGH MEDIUM MANUAL MEDIUM MEDIUM 1
u6’ JAPAN SMALL MEDIUM AUTO HEAVY MEDIUM 1
uT’ JAPAN MEDIUM HIGH MANUAL LIGHT MEDIUM 1
U8’ JAPAN MEDIUM LOW MANUAL MEDIUM HIGH 1
ug’ JAPAN SMALL LOW MANUAL MEDIUM HIGH 1
u]O’ JAPAN SMALL LOW AUTO MEDIUM HIGH 1
ull" JAPAN SMALL MEDIUM MANUAL LIGHT HIGH 1
u12’ USA SMALL MEDIUM MANUAL LIGHT HIGH 1

Table 2: A Refined Car Relation

ment

K(T]Aa = a) : P(tla)log(~)
t

where a, t represent value assignments of Aa, T, respec-
tively. The formula can be interpreted as the average
mutual information between the events t and a with
the expectation taken with respect to the a posterior
probability distribution of T.

For example, based on table 1 (or 2), P(mileage 
HIGH) = 0.357, P(mileage = MEDIUM) 
0.357, P(mileage = LOW) = 0.286, P(mileage 
HIGH]make_model : JAPAN) = 0.67,
P(mileage = HIGH]make_model = USA) 0. 13,
P(mileage = MEDIUMImake_model = JAPAN) 
0.33, P(mileage = MEDIUM[make_model 
USA) = 0.37, P(mileage = LOW]make_model 
JAPAN) : 0.0, P(mileage : LOW]make_model 
USA) = 0.5, then

K ( M ileage[make_model = USA)

= ~temileaoe P(tlUSA)l°g(~) : P(mileage 
LOW]make_model =
USA)log (P(mileage=LOWImake-m°del=USA)p(mileage=LOW) ) -~

P(mileage : MEDIUMImake_model :

USA)log(P(mileagemMEDIUM[make_model=USA)p(mileage=MEDiUM) )
-]-

P(mileage = H IG HImake_model =
USA)log (P(mileage=HIGH[maae_model=USA) )

P(mileage=HIGH)

= O.13xlog(~)+O.37×log(~)+O.5xlog(~) 

0.08,
In the same way, we can get

K(Mileage[make_model = JAPAN) = 0.18
Suppose el, Vm are the values of attribute Ak, in our

method, the value similarity ValueSIM(vl, Vm) is de-
fined as the ratio of their absolute value K(TIAa =
el) -K(T[Ak = Vm) to the total range of attribute Ak.

ValueSIM(vt, v~) = ]K(T[Aa = el ) - K(T[Aa = vm)[
SAma,, - SA,m.

where SAma~:, SAmin are the maximum and minimum
K values as defined in formula of the attribute Aa.

For example, for the attribute
Make-model, ValueSIM(JAPAN, JAPAN) = 
ValueSIM(JAPAN, USA) = 

A New Similarity Measure

Our similarity measure is designed to take into account
all of the knowledge expressed in the databases. Simi-
larity is defined on every attribute type in the refined
database after eliminating the superfluous attributes in
the original databases, and each attribute is assigned
a weight depending on its importance with respect to
the target attribute.

Based upon this discussion, we propose our
similarity-measure between instances ui’ in the refined
database and new instance S, SIM(ui, S) 
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SIM(ui, S) = E(SGF(Ak) x ValueSIM(ui,k, Sk)) x V,.
k

where k is the number of attributes in the refined re-
lation, Ul,k, Sk are the kth attribute value of ui and
Sk respectively. Vi is the vote of tuple i in the refined
relation.

An Example

Suppose we have a new car instance S as shown in
Table 3 added to our database. In our method, SBL is
performed in three steps:
Step 1: Obtain the refined data relation by eliminat-
ing the superfluous attributes
Step 2: Calculate the weights of attributes and the
value-similarity of each attributes
Step 3: Calculate the similarity measure of the new
instance with each instance in the refined data relation
and classify the instance to the corresponding category
based on the similarity values.

/,From step t, we know that we do not need to con-
sider the attributes door and colour; then we com-
pute the attributes significance and value-similarity as
shown in section 3.3 and 3.4. Finally the similarity
measure between S and u~’ is calculated in turn.

Since SIM(u~4,S) = (SGF(Make_model) 
ValueSIM(USA, USA) + SGF(displaee) x
ValueSIM(M EDIU M, MEDIUM) +
SGF(compress) x ValueSIM(M EDIU M, HIGH) 
SGF(trans) x ValueSIM(MANUAL, MANUAL) 
SGF(weight) 
ValueSIM(MEDIUM, MEDIUM)) x 2 = (0.65 
1 +0.5 x 1 +0.36 x 0.34+0.33 x 1 +0.615 x 1) x 2 = 4.8

has the maximum value, so the new car is classified
into the same category as u4’, namely the gas mileage
of the new car instance is MEDIUM.

On the other hand, if we use other conventional sim-
ilarity measures (e.g., treat each attribute equally im-
portant, and for each attribute value, if it matches,
score 1 else 0), then the new instance is assigned to
the category as instance u2’, since they have the maxi-
mal match attribute value 6 with u2’. Based upon the
data in Table 1, we find this is not a reasonable clas-
sification. The reason of the misclassification is that
the semantic information in the databases is not taken
into consideration.

Conclusion

We proposed a new similarity measure for instance-
based learning based on rough sets and information
theory. Unlike other similarity measure, which did
not use the semantic information of the data in the

databases, our method can analyse the data depen-
dency relation and use all of the semantic information
of the data. Our similarity measure can catch the
cause-effect relationship between the attributes and
eliminates superfluous attributes in the databases; the
weighs of the attributes can be calculated automati-
cally based on the significance value of the attributes
and the value-similarity, thus we improve the accuracy
of the classification.

The similarity-based learning algorithm proposed in
this paper has been implemented as a independent part
of a KDD system DBROUGH (Hu et al. 1994). 
are currently testing the algorithm on some real large
databases and hope to report our results in the future.
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